Defective vaccinia virus as a biologically safe tool for the overproduction of recombinant human secretory proteins.
We have described recently the construction of a defective vaccinia virus (VV) lacking the essential D4R open reading frame and have shown furthermore the selection of a complementing cell line providing the essential D4R gene product. The D4R gene belongs to the group of early transcribed vaccinia genes preventing a virus defective in D4R from entering into the intermediate and late phase of replication under noncomplementing conditions. Here we show that this property, which is unique among the group of so called nonreplicating poxviruses, is helpful for the production of (secretable) recombinant human proteins. Recombinant VV based on a D4R-defective parental strain expressing cDNAs coding for the human blood coagulation factors VII and XI produced significantly more recombinant protein than the corresponding recombinants based on wild-type VV. Moreover, the complementing cell line RK-D4R-44.20 was a more effective production cell system for both vD4 and wild-type VV recombinants compared to wild-type RK-13 cells. Surprisingly, recombinant human factor VII was more efficiently produced with the defective vaccinia recombinant even under noncomplementing conditions, suggesting that persistence of the early phase of vaccinia replication in combination with a delayed host shutoff is advantageous for the overproduction of certain recombinant proteins using the VV expression system.